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Abstract 
This note describes ideals generated by symmetric polynomials in two sets of variables A, B. These 
ideals generalize the ideals generated by differences of elementary symmetric functions considered by 
Fischer (1988) and the ideals generated by symmetric functions in the formal difference A-B 
described by Pragacz (1987). The main tool is divided differences. 
0. Introduction 
This paper arose from a comparison of [3,6]. In [3], the author proved the follow- 
ing result. Let 9 c Z[A, B] be the ideal in the ring of polynomials in variables 
A=(u1,..., a,) and B=(bl, . . . , b,), which consists of all polynomials F(A, B) such 
that for all ring homomorphisms f: Z [A, B]+K (a field) the following holds: 
{f(a 1, . . ..f(4J>={f(&). . . ..f(U} implies f(F(A, W)=O. 
Then 9 is generated by 
where the sum is over all sequences 1 < ii <. . . < ik < n. k = 1, . . . , n; in other words, F is 
generated by differences of elementary symmetric polynomials in A and B. In the 
present note, we generalize this result by describing the following more general ideals. 
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Let A=(ai ) . ..) a,), B=(b1, . . . ,b,) be two sequences of independent variables. Fix 
r > 0 and let & s Z [ A, B] be the ideal of all polynomials F( A, B) such that for every 
ring homomorphism f: B [ A, B] +K (a field): 
card({f(aiX . . . J(a.))n{f(b,), . ..J(UJ)>r+l 
implies f(F( A, B)) = 0. 
We give an explicit description (Theorem 2.2) of the ideal Pr, with the help of Schur 
S-polynomials. Note that if we replace Z [A, B] by the ring of polynomials symmetric 
in A and B, then the analogous ideal was described in [6]. The key trick used in this 
note is a reduction of a description of 9r to the latter case with the help of a scalar 
product on Z[A] which was defined in [4] using divided differences. This method 
allows us to obtain a certain criterion when an G-invariant ideal is actually generated 
by G-invariants, G being a product of symmetric groups. 
1. Divided differences and a scalar product on a polynomial ring 
Let A=(a, , . . . , a, ) be a sequence of independent variables. We will use actions of 
different operators on the polynomial ring Z [A]. By preserving the convention used 
in [4,5], we assume that these operators act from the right-hand side. 
Firstly, elements of the symmetric group 6, act on Z[A] by permuting the 
variables; if PEG,, FEZ[A] then the formula Fp(ur, . . . ,u,)=F(u,(,,, . . . ,a,(,)) de- 
fines a structure of a (right) 6,-module on Z [ A]. 
Secondly, we have operators c~,=c?J~:.Z[A]-Z[,~], i=l,...,n-1 defined by 
where ri=(l, . . . , i-l,i+l,i, i+2 ,..., n), i=l,... , n - 1, denotes the ith simple trans- 
position. It turns out (see [1,2]) that for a given permutation p, we can define an 
operator ap = a; as ai, 0 ... 0 aik independently of the reduced decomposition 
p=r. ’ “’ ’ rir. 
Denote by w the (longest) permutation (n, it- 1 , . . . , 1). It is easy to check that 
for every i= 1, . . . , II- 1, odio= -8,-i; this implies that 
a wPw=(sgnp) oapm for PEG,. (1.1) 
Z [ A] is a free rank n module over the ring 6nm( A) of symmetric polynomials in A. 
The form 
is useful in a description of the module structure. For F, GEB[A] we define, following 
[4,5], (F, G) =( F. G) a,. This gives us bilinear form over Grim(A))) which has the 
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following property: 
For every i= 1, . . . , n-1; F,GEN[A], (Fai,G)=(F,Gdi). This 
implies that for every PEG”, (Fa,, G) = (F, CC?,- I ). (1.2) 
Convention. Given a sequence I = ( iI, . . . , ,, i ) of nonnegative integers, we write ar for 
in a;’ ... a, . Moreover, for two such sequences I, J, we write I c J iff i, <j,, . . . , i, d j, 
and I + J (resp. I -J) for the sequence ( iI + j, , . . . , i, + j,) (resp. ( iI -jr, . . . , i, -j,)). The 
sequence (n-l,n-2,..., 1,0) will be denoted by E,. 
The monomials { aJ}, where I c E, _ 1, form a basis of Z[ A] over Qm(A). Another 
such basis is given by Schubert polynomials indexed by permutations in 6, = Aut (A). 
Recall that for a given permutation ,ULE$ one defines, following [4], the Schubert 
polynomial X, =X,(A), by 
Xp=aEawar 
where, here and in the sequel, E = E,. The action of the 8,‘s on Schubert polynomials 
is described by 
x,a, = 
X pv, if l(~v)=l(~)-Uv), 
0, otherwise. 
(1.3) 
The scalar product ( , ) is nondegenerate. The following proposition describes, for 
instance, the dual bases of the bases mentioned above. 
Denote by n,(A) the rth elementary symmetric polynomial in A, then we have the 
following proposition. 
Proposition 1.1. (i) Let e,=a’, ZCE,_~ and fJ=(-l)‘“‘n/Ik,(A\Ap), where for 
JcE,-~ weputK=E,_,-Jandtheproductisoverp=l,...,n-1. Then 
<er,fI>=b,5. 
(ii) Let e,=X,(A), PEG,, andf,=X,,(-A)w, VEG,. Then 
(e,,_fy> =&,“. 
Proof. (i) stems from [4] and (ii) stems from [2]. We give here a sketch of the proof 
of (ii). We will show that 
(X,0, X,,)=(sgn~)&. 
for every p, VE 6,. We have (E = E,): 
(XlrO,Xvw)=(XpO,aEa,,,> 
=<(XP4&,-lw,aE> (by 1.2) 
=(sgnv)((X,8,mI)w,aE) (by 1.1) 
(wv)<X,,-I)wa “> 
0, 
if l(p)-l(v-‘)=l(W’), (by 1 3) 
otherwise. 
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Write Xpv-~=Ccllur (crl~Z), the sum being over ZC E. Then (XBV-l)~.uE= 
1 pJuJ (PJei?), the sum being over J, where J = lo + E c (n - 1, . . . , n - 1) (n-times). 
Finally, invoking that aJaw = 0, unless all the components of J are distinct, one sees 
that the only possibility for a nonzero scalar product is p = v. In this case, by the above 
calculations, (X,0,X,,) = (sgn p) ( 1, uE) = sgn ~4. 0 
2. Some ideals in the polynomial ring generalizing resultant 
Let A=(al ,..., a,), B=(bi ,..., b,) be two sequences of independent variables. We 
write Gnm(A,B)=Gqm(A)O Gnm(B), where Gnm(A) is the ring of symmetric 
polynomials in A. For the purposes of this note we need the following families of 
polynomials. 
Schur S-polynomials 
Define Si(A-B)EGr)m(A,B) by 
~~ (l-tUi)-’ ~ (l-tbj)= ~ Si(A-B)t’ 
j=l k=O 
and if Z=(i,, . . . . ik) is a partition (i.e. il 2 ‘.. > ik >O), we put 
SI(A-B):=Det[Si,_,+,(A-B)], l<p,U<k. 
Schur Q-polynomials 
Define Q,(A)EGqm(A) by 
fi (l+Uit)(l-ait)-‘- m 
i=l 
eisl Qi(A)t’. 
Then for nonnegative integers i, j, we put 
Qi,j(A)=Qi(A)Qj(A)+2 i (-l)PQi+p(A)Qj-p(A). 
p=1 
It is easy to see that for i>O, Qci,o,(A)=Qi(A) and for i+j>O, Qi,j(A)= -Qj,i(A). 
Finally, if Z=(il,..., ik) is a partition and k is even, we put 
Q,(A):=Pfaffian [Qi,,i,(A)], 1 <s, tQk 
and for k-odd, Q,(A):=Q,i,,..,,i*,o,(A). Since Qi(A)=2CpS~P,1’-p)(A), we infer that, 
for every partition I, Qr(A)=2 ‘(‘)P1(A) for some P,(A)EZ[A] uniquely defined by 
this equation (I(Z) is the number of nonzero parts of I). 
Let 0, denote the partition (m-r, . . . , m-r) ((n-r)-times). Let Y,c Gqm(A,B) 
be the ideal generated by So,+r(A-B), where Zc(r,...,r) ((n-r)-times). Let 
9:cGr)m(A)betheidealgeneratedbyP,”_~+,(A)whereZc(r,...,r)((n_r)-timls), 
and finally, let 3: c @m(A) be the ideal generated by P,,_V_,+l(A), where 
Zc(r,... , r) ((n - r)-times), r-even. 
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Let Yr c 6nm(A, B) be the ideal of all polynomials T(A, B)~Gnrrt(A, B) 
such that for every ring homomorphism f: Gr)m(A, B)+K (a field), if 
card({f(a,), . . . ,f(a,)}n{f(bI), . . . ,f(b,,,)))>r+ 1, then S(T(A,B))=O. Similarly, 
let Yi c 6nm(A) (resp. ,i” c &p(A), r-even) be the ideal of all polynomials 
T(A) such that for every ring homomorphism f: Gr)m(A)+K (a field of charac- 
teristic # 2), if 
card({f(al), .. . . f(~J)n{f(-a~), . . . ,f(-4))2r+ 1 
(resp. card ({f(u,),...,j(a,)}n{f(-a,), . . ..f(-a.)}nK*)Br+l). then f(T(A))=O. 
The following result stems from [6, 7, Theorem 5.31. 
Theorem 2.1. (i) In 6nm( A, B), rr=Yp. 
(ii) In 6nm(A), Yi=Y:. 
(iii) In 6nm(A), for even r, Tr”=Y:l. 
Define now the ideals 9, c Z[A, B], Fr’ c z[A] and Fr” ciT[A] (r-even) by 
replacing in the above definitions Cr)m(A, B) by Z[A, B] and E+(A) by Z[A], 
respectively. 
We now state the main result of this note. 
Theorem 2.2. (i) In Z [ A, B], 9r = 9jjZ [ A, B]. 
(ii) In Z[A], Fr’=&‘TT[A]. 
(iii) In i?T[A], for even r, *:=9,“Z[A]. 
Proof. We will prove (i), for instance. Let (e,},,” be a basis of z[A] over Gnm(A) 
and let {fnIaon be its dual basis. Then for any F = F( A) in Z [A], we have 
Denoting by ~e&JasAst Uh~aeA~ a similar pair of bases of Z [ B] over Grim(B))) 
(card A’ = m !), we have for F = F( A, B)EZ [A, B], 
(*) F=C(F.f,)a,.(F.fb)a,,.e,.e~, 
where the sum over UC/I’, and o’ is the longest permutation in 6,=Aut(B). Now, if 
FERN then both F ._& and F.fb belong to 95,. Moreover, for every GEZ[A, B], if 
GEY~ then GcY$EY~, i= 1, . . . ,n- 1 and GayE& j= 1, . . . ,m- 1. Finally, (*) shows 
that, for FE~‘~, 
where da,gcY,. This gives the assertion. 0 
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Remark 2.3. If m= n, r = n- 1, then Theorem 2.2(i) gives the main result of [3]. 
Indeed, it is proved in [7, Proposition 5.81 that 9, _ 1 is generated by 
A,(A-B)= i (-l)k-pA,(A)Sk_,(B), k=l,...,n. 
p=o 
Then the relation 
k 
p=l 
implies that 9,_ 1 is generated by the differences of the elementary symmetric 
polynomials in A and B. 
Corollary 2.4. Let el, . . ,e,, be a Gym(A) basis of Z[A], and let fi, . . . . fm! be 
a Gqm(B) basis of Z[B]. (For example, one can take {ei)=(a’; ZcE,_l} or 
{ei}={X,(A); ,a~%}.) Th en a Z basis of the dth component of Fr is given by 
SI,(A -WJ,(We,fqY 
where, for some k = 0,1, . . , r, Ik contains 0 k but does not contain 0 k _ 1 and I( Jk) < k, 
p= 1, . . . , n!, q= 1, . . , m !, 1 Zk I+ 1 Jk I+ deg e,+ deg f, = d. This follows from Theorem 2.2 
by invoking a description of a Z basis of 9r given in [7, Proposition 5.9; see references 
therein] 
3. When an invariant ideal is generated by symmetric polynomials? 
The argument used in the proof of Theorem 2.2 can be summarized in the following 
way. Let A(r), . . . , ~4’~’ be sequences of independent variables, A(‘)= (a:‘), . . . , ag’). 
Thentheproduct ofsymmetricgroups G=6,, x . ..x ~‘,kactsonHIA”‘,...,A’k)]= 
Z[,4(‘)] by permuting the variables. Let I c Z[A(‘)] be an ideal and let Gnm(A”‘) 
denote the ring Gnm(A”)) @ ... @ Gnm(A’k’) of polynomials symmetric in 
A(‘) 3 ... 7 ACk) separately. 
Proposition 3.1. Let I c Z [ A(‘)] be an ideal satisfying the following: 
(1) I is G-invariant. 
(2) For some set of generators F1, . . . , F, of I, F$f”’ belongs to I for i= 1, . . . , k, 
j=l ,..., ni-l,p=l ,..., t. 
Then I = JZ [ A(‘)], where J = I n 6r)m( A(‘)), i.e. I is generated by G-invariants. 
Proof. By arguing as in the proof of Theorem 2.2, we see that if, for every FEI, 
FJ~“‘EZ, i=l,..., k, j=l,..., ni- 1, then our assertion is true. For every GEZ[ A’:‘], 
we have 
(G.F )@‘)=G.(F P J @“)+GJh”‘).(F P J J T’.“) PJ ’ 
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where rl’) denotes the simple transposition which exchanges uli) and uly 1. The first 
summand belongs to Z by (2), the second by (1). Since every element from I is 
a Z[A(‘)] combination of the Fp’s, the desired claim now follows. 0 
Sometimes, it is more convenient to rewrite the above fact as follows. Assume that 
a subscheme VC Spec Z[A”‘] is given. Let I c Z[A”‘] be the ideal of all poly- 
nomials which vanish on VK (:= V after a specialization in the field K) for every 
specialization in some field K. Moreover, for every field K, denote by 
a(,j).Knl X . . . 
I . 
x K”“_,K”’ x . . . x K”” 
i= 1, . . . , k, j= 1, . . . . ni- 1, the map which exchanges the jth component with the 
(j+ 1)th component in the ith factor of the above product. 
Proposition 3.2. Assume that, for every$eld K, V, has the following properties: 
(1) Z~UE V, then ~j~‘(a)~ V, for every i= 1, . . . . k, j= 1, ...) Izi- 1. 
(2) V,+zeros (a~“--a~~,)cK”‘x~~~~K”~for every i=l,...,k,j=l,...,ni-1. 
Then Z=.JZ[A”‘], where J=ZnGqm(A”‘). 
Proof. Indeed, the above assumptions guarantee that for FEZ and GEZ[ A”‘], (F . G) 
8;“’ belongs to I, i= 1, . . , k, j= 1, . . . , ni- 1 and the assertion follows. 0 
For example, the situation considered in Theorem 2.2(i) was k = 2, A = A(‘), B = Ac2), 
n=nl, m=n2, V= u VI,J the sum over all pairs of sequences Z = (1~ il < . . < i, + 1 < n), 
J=(l<jl<...<j,+,<m) and V,,,=zeros (ail-_j,,...,ai,+I-bj,+,). 
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